
It gives me great pleasure to introduce Prof Phillips as the Director Research and

Postgraduate Support here at the University of the Western Cape. She has the

necessary skill set to make a difference in this role and has actively demonstrated

this whilst acting for the past 12 months.

Prof Phillips started on 1 February 2000, she was appointed as a lecturer on a

contract position and soon after in March 2001 she graduated with her MSc at UWC.

Her passion for research became evident early on as she published her first

accredited manuscript and presented a paper at an international conference before

graduating with her MSc degree. She therefore registered for her PhD as soon as

she graduated with her MSc degree and completed her PhD in 2005.

During the next phase of her career from 2005 to 2021 she gained significant

experience in academia and fulfilled various roles such as Head of Department,

Research and Postgraduate Coordinator. She also served on various committee

structures at the University at both faculty and Senate level including Higher Degree

and Research Committees. In addition to her role at UWC, she has also been a

reviewer for the National Research Foundation for the past 10 years for various

competitive grant funding schemes, rating reviews and doctoral reviews. Joliana also

reviews manuscripts for several scientific journals internationally, regionally and

nationally.

Joliana has published a significant number of papers in collaboration with

researchers both nationally and internationally. She has successfully supervised 40

Masters students and 13 doctoral students up to date, including students at UWC



and at universities in Europe. She mentored postgraduate students and staff at

UWC, University of Rwanda and Uppsala University. She has been successful in

obtaining several grants for her research such as the NRF Competitive Grants for

Rated Scientists and NRF Thuthaka Grants nationally. In addition, she secured a

Mellon Foundation Postdoctoral grant as well as an Erasmus Mundus Inspire Grant

as a visiting professor at Uppsala University for a year. She maintained her NRF

rating since 2016 and was rated as a C2 NRF rated researcher from 2022 – 2027 as

all of the reviewers were firmly convinced that she is an established researcher

enjoying some international recognition for the quality and impact of her recent

research outputs.

Please join me in welcoming Prof Phillips and wishing her everything of the best as

she embarks on her new role to take the university to greater heights.
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